REVISED TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR MULTI TV CONNECTIONS W.E.F. 01.08.2018
Multi TV or Parent-child connection(s) (hereinafter the ‘Scheme’) can be availed with any base pack
except with any FTA pack. Maximum of 4 connections are allowed under the Scheme. The monthly
subscription charges for the child connection(s) may vary from Rs.175 to Rs.250 depending on the
base pack price. Conversion of an existing connection into Parent-Child connection shall be permitted
only if the details of the Subscriber are same for both the connections. The base pack along with
additional channel/services in both the connections shall be same except where the STBs are different
being HD and SD, in which case the HD channel(s)/add-on pack(s) shall not be available in the
connection having the SD box. Any Up-gradation of any of the parent/child connection to any higher
pack shall result into automatic up-gradation of the other connections in the said higher pack. In case
an HD connection is availed as the second or subsequent connection, the HD connection shall
automatically become the parent connection. Where one of the Multi TV connection is HD, conversion
of such connections to individual connections shall not be allowed within the initial period of 6 (six)
months except upon payment of Rs. 500/-. There shall be only one account for all the connections
under the Scheme and the billing for all the connections shall be done simultaneously and any
payment deposited in either of the parent or child connection shall be treated accordingly.
Subscription period would be reduced in case of deduction of any applicable charges and on availing
any additional paid services VAS, Add-on Pack(s) etc. on any of the connection and such
pack(s)/service(s) shall be automatically activated on the other connection(s). Limited period offer.
Scheme is valid only in select cities. In case of SMS, premium SMS charges shall apply. Scheme and
conditions thereof can be changed at the sole discretion of the Company. Composition of the channels
in the packs and the rates thereof are subject to change.

